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This presentation was created for the REVAMP2 publicly funded EU project. The slides present
the Configuration Mining tool, developed as an internal tool at Robert Bosch GmbH in the
context of the REVAMP2 project.

In the forward engineering, a feature model is used to create valid product configurations. In
contrast to that, the configuration mining tool is performing a reverse engineering operation:
from a set of correct product configurations it derives the matching constraints which can be
used for creating or enhancing a feature model.
In the next slides, the details of the tool functionality are presented. The last slides outline the
process for using the tool results in a development setting.

Based on the configurations provided in the left part of the slide, the implications depicted in the
right part of the slide can be derived. For example, note that always when B is selected, A is
selected too – which results in the identification of the B=>A implication.

For each feature, two Boolean variables are listed: the affirmed and the negated one. This step
is necessary to enable the algorithm to also find implications involving negated features. This in
turn is a prerequisite to finding the logical constraints other than implications, such as
X excludes Y, X or Y, and X xor Y, as detailed in the next slides.

The Apriori algorithm is used to find the correlations in the input data. Apriori identifies frequent
itemsets (e.g., the feature selections which are frequently performed together), and uses them
to derive association rules (implications). We recommend restricting the maximal itemset size
to 2, which vastly improves the algorithm scalability and enables the search for associations with
very low support level (e.g. 0.01).

The second step of the Configuration Mining algorithm is to aggregate the found implications to
other logical functions. For example, note that B=>A and –A=>–B define exactly the same logical
function (the – sign denotes Boolean negation). Similarly, –A=>C is logically equivalent to –C=>A,
and can be alternatively defined as A or C.

The use of implication and negation is sufficient to express the complete Boolean logic of two
variables. In other words, all 16 possible Boolean functions of two variables are detectable from
the mined implications.
However, dead (always false) and always selected (always true) features are identified and
removed before the configuration mining starts. This is performed because the implications
involving them would be trivial – for example, every input feature would be found to imply the
always selected features. Hence, after the removal of the trivial features only 6 Boolean functions
remain to be identified. These are listed in this slide.
The mining result is expressed using the above logical functions, and not using the implications
mined by the Apriori algorithm. The logical functions are easier to understand for the users, and
they aggregate between 2 and 4 implications which reduces the result size.

The result of the mining is reviewed by the developer, who is responsible for assessing the
constraint correctness from the domain point of view. This is necessary as the mined constraints
represent just correlations found in the data – which are not necessarily result of domain
constraints. For example, it might be that features A and B were always selected together,
resulting in a mined A equals B constraint. However, a different configuration might be possible
from the domain knowledge point of view, it just did not occur in the input data.
To reduce the amount of constraints for review, filtering can be performed. First of all, the
constraints which are already fulfilled by the existing feature model logic do not need to be
assessed. Second, the developer can also define a set of constraints to be ignored in the review.
For example, the developer might know that some patterns which occurred in the data are not
correct. The details of the filtering are discussed in the next slide.
Finally, the modelled and ignored constraint sets can be reused if the mining is repeated at a later
time, e.g. during feature model maintenance.

The logical coverage problem is not easy: it needs to consider that the same logical function can
be expressed textually in a different way. Also, a given constraint can also be covered by a logical
conjunction of many other constraints.
This is why a SAT solver needs to be used. The solver can find whether there are any
configurations covered by one constraint (or constraint set) but not by the other one, hence
checking the logical equivalence.

The logical coverage of a given constraint con by a constraint set CS (which is either the feature
model constraint set or the ignored constraint set) is performed by a SAT solver using the
following logic:
- Prerequisite: the constraint set itself is satisfiable: SAT(CS) = true
- Check if the statement (CS and not(con)) is satisfiable
o If the above statement is satisfiable, this indicates that the constraint is not
covered by the constraint set (see Examples 2, 3, 4).
o If not, this indicates that the statement (con and not(con)) is provided as the solver
input. Hence, the statement con is fulfilled by the constraint set and can be
ignored (see Example 1).
Similarly, it needs to be checked if the constraint set is still satisfiable when the new constraint is
added to it. For this the check SAT(CS and (con)) is performed. If the constraint set is not
satisfiable anymore, the new constraint contradicts it (see Example 4). The developer should
review the contradiction as it might indicate a mistake in the model or in the past configurations.
Next, the search for dead and always selected features induced by the new constraint is
performed. For this, it is checked whether the features are still allowed to assume both TRUE and
FALSE values:
- SAT(Model and constraint and FEATURE) – if the result is false, the FEATURE is a dead
feature as it cannot have a TRUE value
- SAT(Model and constraint and NOT(FEATURE)) – if the result is false, the FEATURE is an
always selected feature as it cannot have a FALSE value (see Example 3)
If no problems have been found in any of the previous checks, the constraint is a viable additional
constraint which can be added to model after a review (see Example 2).

